
Passion Interview
The death of passion in relationships often occurs when your conversation becomes reduced to
the mundane. Over time, we tend to focus mostly on discussions related to kids/family,
work/business and our schedules. While these conversations are essential, it can be helpful to
also talk about other topics — from daydreams to your childhood memories. 
 
This is where the                                 comes in. It’s designed to steer the conversation in a different
direction so that you can continue learning, reflecting and having more meaningful interactions.
 
Set aside 30-45 minutes to interview your partner(s) and share your answers. Take turns so that
you alternate who answers each one first and be sure that you each answer every question. There
are no right answers and you can allow the conversation to flow freely or set a time limit for each
question according to your preferences. 
 
Alternatively, you can pick one question a day and discuss it over breakfast, during your lunch
break or on your way to work.

Whom do you admire most and why?

What global issues concern/consume

you?

What did you daydream about as a

child?What do you daydream about

now?

When was the last time you felt really

excited?

What is your fondest memory?

If you could change one thing about

your teenage years, what would it be?

When do you feel most loved?

If you had one wish, what would it be?

(You can’t ask for more wishes.)

 

 
You can repeat this interview every couple of months or use these questions as inspiration to
start new conversations. Enjoy!
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If you never had to work, how would

you spend your ideal day?

How would you describe an ideal day

in the context of your current life?

What is your first memory of when we

met?

If you could have a drink with anyone

in the world, whom would you choose

and why?

When we retire, how do you want to

spend our days?

Name two things you love to do that

don’t cost much/any money.

 

 


